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Nonsmooth optimization is one of the hardest type of problems to solve in optimization area. This is because of the non-differentiability of the function itself. Subgradient method is generally known as the method to solve nonsmooth optimization problems, where it was first discovered by Shor [17]. The main purpose of this study is to analyze the efficiency of subgradient method by implementing it on these nonsmooth problems. This study considers two different types of problems, the first of which is Shor’s piecewise quadratic function type of problem and the other is L1-regularized form type of problems. The objectives of this study are to apply the subgradient method on nonsmooth optimization problems and to develop matlab code for the subgradient method and to compare the performance of the method using various step sizes and matrix dimensions. In order to achieve the result, we will use matlab software. At the end of this study we can conclude that subgradient method can solve nonsmooth optimization problems and the rate of convergence varies based on the step size used.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Optimization is one of the areas of applied mathematics and it has been widely used in many areas such as control theory, optimal control, engineering, and economics. Optimization is about finding the largest or smallest values which can be attained by functions of several real variables subject to constraints [1]. Example of optimization problems are:

a) An architect wants to design a house of 460 million square feet and will be divided one third of it to build a playground for his children. How can he do this so as to minimize the cost of all the materials?

b) How to maximize the interest you get on your money once you invest it?

Optimization can be categorized into many different problems, such as linear, nonlinear, discrete, continuous, stochastic, smooth and nonsmooth optimization problems. Here we will explain briefly about the stated types of optimization problems above. Linear optimization which also known as linear programming (LP) involve linear objective function, subject to the linear equality and inequality constraints [2]. Most of the practical problems found in operational research are recognized as LP problems. It was first developed by the Leonid Kantorovich in 1939 for use during World War II. Whereas nonlinear optimization is the opposite of the LP problem where
some of the objective functions and constraints are nonlinear. Examples of nonlinear optimization are problems which involve quadratic and cubic functions in the objective function.

In continuous optimization, the variables in the problems usually are from continuous range of values, usually real numbers [3]. This characteristic differentiates continuous optimization from discrete optimization in which the variables may be binary (limited to the values 0 and 1) and only integer allowable. Other than that, stochastic optimization is the process to find the best (maximum or minimum) optimal value of mathematical or statistical function which involves randomness [4].

A function is smooth if it is differentiable and the derivatives are continuous and more specifically, this is first-order smoothness. Second-order smoothness means that second derivatives exist and are continuous, and so forth, while infinite smoothness refers to continuous derivatives of all orders [5]. As opposed to the smooth optimization, nonsmooth optimization (NSO) refers to the more general problem of minimizing functions that are typically not differentiable at their minimizers. [6]. Some of the methods that are well known to solve nonsmooth optimization include subgradient method, cutting planes method, bundle method, trust region method and proximal point method [7]. In this study, we will be focusing on how to solve the NSO problems.
1.2 Background of the Study

Nonsmooth, optimization (NSO) looks at problems where the functions involved are not continuously differentiable [8]. Figure 1.1 is one example of the nonsmooth function involved in NSO. The graph shows that, there are some regions of the function which is not differentiable as the graph has a corner or kink at $x=0$ and thus cannot be solved by classical nonlinear programming algorithm because the derivative information cannot be used to find the direction in which the function is increasing or decreasing. Although the function is not differentiable at the corner, it is still continuous at that point. Because of the very little information we get from the function, there will be some modification in the original method in order to derive a method that can solve such optimization problem involving nonsmooth functions. Most modification is at the derivative part of the algorithm where the direction can be estimated.

This study concentrates on nonsmooth optimization where we only consider subgradient method to solve the optimization problems. Subgradient method is a direct generalization of the steepest descent method, which generates a sequence by using $-g^k$ as a direction [9]. Steepest descent is the basic algorithm to solve nonlinear optimization and it is one of the methods that have gradient-type algorithm.
Since nonsmooth optimization involves nondifferentiable function, thus steepest descent cannot solve this type of problem because it requires information from the derivative of the function. As indicated by Wolfe [10] when the function is nondifferentiable, if one uses the steepest descent method with line search to solve the problem, it is possible to generate a sequence which most likely will converge to a non stationary point. One of the differences between the subgradient method and the steepest descent method is in the rule for finding the step size.

An extension of the subgradient method is the conjugate subgradient method which was developed by Wolfe [10] and it is similar to the well-established conjugate gradient method for solving quadratic optimization problems. However Wolfe’s method remained practically unused and a method has been extended from it, which is the Bundle method. Bundle methods are at the moment the most efficient and promising methods for nonsmooth optimization [11]. However, in this study we will focus on the subgradient method only.

### 1.3 Statement of the Problem

This study proposes to solve the optimization problems involving nonsmooth functions using the subgradient method.

### 1.4 Objectives of the Study

The objectives of this study are:

1. To apply the subgradient method on NSO problem.
2. To develop matlab code for the subgradient method.
3. To compare the performance of the method using various step sizes and matrix dimensions.
1.5 **Scope of the Study**

We will limit our study to unconstrained Nonsmooth Optimization (NSO) problems where the function is convex and locally Lipschitz continuous, but not continuously differentiable. To solve such problem we use subgradient method and the problems is unconstrained type of problems.

1.6 **Significance of the Study**

This study contributes knowledge to better understand and solve NSO problem by using subgradient methods. Besides that, mathematicians can further investigate the modification of the present methods to have better method to solve the more difficult problems in the optimization areas.

1.7 **Outline of the Study**

This dissertation consists of five chapters. The arrangement of the content of this study is as follows.

**Chapter 1:** In this chapter we briefly discuss the general introduction of this study which consists of introduction, background of the study, statement of the problem, objectives of the study, scope of the study, and significance of the study.

**Chapter 2:** In Chapter 2, we will discuss the literature review on the topics selected. Most of the topics involve are nonsmooth optimization and subgradient method.

**Chapter 3:** In this chapter, we discuss and describe the method that we will use throughout this study in order to solve the nonsmooth problems.
Chapter 4: Here we implementing the method that we have discussed on the selected nonsmooth problems. We discuss in detail the nonsmooth problems, and the results obtained.

Chapter 5: This chapter is the summary and conclusion of the result of this study. Some recommendations will be given for future work.

1.8 Summary

In this chapter we discuss the background of the study, statement of the problem, the objectives of the study, scope of the study and the significance of the study. Chapter 1 also provides outline of this dissertation for the reader to overview the flow of this study. In next chapter we will discuss the literature review involve in this study, such as the nonsmooth optimization and history of subgradient method.
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